1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

There has been growing interest by both the scientific and industrial communities to utilize the biomass and natural raw materials as a source of different specialty products mainly due to the issues related to the environment with an accumulation of waste \[[@bib1],[@bib2]\]. Raw materials derived from livestock and agriculture like proteins, sugar, cellulose, oils can play a vital role as sustainable and cheap source of materials for various biomedical applications \[[@bib3]\]. Some polymers from natural, renewable sources (such as starch, proteins, cellulose, etc) have been investigated widely as they exhibit intrinsic properties that offer new perspectives for designing novel biomaterials \[[@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6]\].

Among all these biodegradable natural polymers "**Keratin-Based materials** "revolutionized the field of modern biomaterials due to their distinct properties like biodegradability, biocompatibility and mechanical durability \[[@bib7]\]. Moreover, they can be cast as sponges, films, and hydrogels for various biomedical applications \[[@bib7]\]. Keratin constitutes the major components of hair, horns, wool, feathers, and nails. These biopolymers offer wide variations in their structure and properties. Major sources of keratin extraction are wool, hair, nails, feathers, and horns as they served as the most under-exploited sources of protein \[[@bib8]\]. Wool fibers which are mainly high in sulfur content are multi-cell structures \[[@bib8]\]. **New Zealand**, China, Australia, Iran, and Argentina are the top five countries in wool production worldwide \[[@bib9],[@bib10]\]. There are over 2.5 million tonnes of wool and more than 65 million tonnes of feathers production annually \[[@bib11],[@bib12]\].

This review will mainly focus on the sources, structure, properties, history of the development of keratin-based biomaterials, methods of extraction and biomedical applications.

2. History of keratin research from 16th century till present {#sec2}
=============================================================

According to literature, the earliest use of keratin was reported in the 16th century for medicinal applications by a Chinese herbalist, Li Shi --Zhen \[[@bib13]\]. Shi-Zhen also wrote 800 books and described thousands of therapeutic prescriptions. To accelerate the process of wound healing he suggested a substance called Xue Yu Tan which was mainly derived from pyrolyzed human hair. During 1850, the word keratin first appeared in the literature to mainly describe the material derived from animal hooves, horns and other hard tissues \[[@bib14]\].

During the early twentieth century, research mainly focused on the methods to extract keratin from different sources and to develop a method to solubilize it like other proteins. In 1905, a patent \[[@bib15]\] described a process for keratin extraction from horns using a lime solution. The use of keratin for various medical applications became topic of interest including keratin powders for drug coatings and keratin-based gels \[[@bib16],[@bib17]\]. During the 1920s, the focus of research was not to just extract keratin proteins but also to understand its structure, function, and properties \[[@bib14]\].

During the years of World War $\text{ΙΙ}$ and after that the most research projects were to utilize keratin for textile production. In 1940, to expand the potential applications of wool and keratin, the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research established the Division of Protein Chemistry in Australia. The main role of this division was to better understand the properties of keratin fiber. By using electron microscopy, X-Ray diffraction and some other methods CSIRO produced the complete diagram of a hair fiber for the first time \[[@bib18]\]. Other investigations conducted by the University of Leeds and the Wool Industries Research Association in the UK, revealed that the structure of keratin fiber consists of a central cortex and an outer cuticle. Researchers in Netherlands patented a method to fabricate keratin-based films and textile fiber derived from hooves \[[@bib14]\]. In the next thirty years Japanese patent office received more than 700 applications of keratin-based inventions.

In short, the keratin research conducted between the years of 1940 and 1970, laid a new foundation towards the fundamentals of biomaterials. Many classes and subclasses of keratins along with their properties were studied by scientists \[[@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib21]\].

Since the 1970s, there were exponential advancements in the techniques used to extract and characterize keratins and their derivatives. As a result, several research societies worked to utilize extracted keratin in the form of fibers, films, foam, gels, and coatings \[[@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24]\]. In the past decades, the use of keratin-based materials for various biomedical applications such as drug delivery wound healing, tissue engineering continued to be the topic of interest.

In the 1980s, collagen, alginate, chitosan and hyaluronic acid became the most widely used biomolecules for various medical applications. Japanese researchers published their study in 1982 explaining the role of keratin coatings on the surface of vascular grafts to prevent blood clotting. They also performed experiments to test the biocompatibility of keratins \[[@bib25],[@bib26]\].

Thus, all these investigations led a solid foundation for further research and opened new perspectives in the field of keratin-based biomaterials for various applications.

3. Keratin structure and properties {#sec3}
===================================

Keratin is the cysteine-rich fibrous protein that associate with intermediate filaments (IFs) forming the bulk of cytoskeleton and epidermal appendageal structures such as hair, horns, feathers, wool and nails \[[@bib7]\]. These biopolymers present wide variations in their properties and structure and can be classified on the basis of sulfur amount as hard and soft keratins. Hard keratins with a higher amount of sulfur cross-links mainly contribute to the tough epidermal structure and consist of Intermediate filaments arranged in ordered arrays embedded in a cross-linked matrix \[[@bib27],[@bib28]\]. For more than three decades these hard keratins have been subjected to various *in vitro* and *in vivo* investigations to utilize them for the fabrication of biomaterials \[[@bib29], [@bib30], [@bib31]\]. Soft keratins, having a low amount of sulfur, formed by bundles of cytoplasmic filaments which are loosely packed and provide resilience to the epithelial tissues (epidermis) \[[@bib27]\].

Structure of keratins are often discussed in the literature as alpha-keratins and beta-keratins \[[@bib32]\]. As far as the distribution of alpha and beta keratin is concerned alpha-keratin is the primary component of wool, hairs, hooves, nails, horns, and the stratum corneum. Whereas, beta-keratin is the primary constituent of feathers, avian claws and beaks, reptilian claws and scales \[[@bib27],[@bib28]\]. The structure of alpha-keratin can be illustrated diagrammatically as shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. In alpha-keratin, the polypeptide chains are arranged as alpha-helices whereas, in beta-keratin, they are in the form of pleated beta-sheets. The two twisted polypeptide chains in alpha-keratin formed coiled-coil structure \[[@bib33]\].Fig. 1(a) Alpha-helices are right-handed individually (b) Two individual right-handed alpha-helix polypeptide further crosslinked by disulfide bonds to form left-handed coiled-coil dimers. (c) side-by-side or end-to-end aggregation of dimers by sulfide crosslinking forms protofilaments (d) two protofilaments when laterally associated forms protofibrils. (e) Intermediate filaments (7 mm diameter) consist of four protofibrils associated with a helical or circular manner. These intermediate filaments are surrounded by amorphous keratin matrix and constitute the basic structural units of keratin \[[@bib34]\].Fig. 1

In the last few decades, wool has been investigated extensively as a representative of alpha-keratin material \[[@bib35], [@bib36], [@bib37]\]. At nanoscale level there is a fine characteristic presentation of filament-matrix structure for both alpha and beta-keratins. The alpha-keratin filament has a diameter of 7--10 nm while, 3--4 nm for beta-keratin filament \[[@bib38],[@bib39]\]. Wool keratin has a distinct three-dimensional structure and it contains about 95% of proteins, 0.5% minerals and trace amount of lipids (0.1%) \[[@bib40],[@bib41]\]. The structure of keratin mainly consists of polypeptide chain of different amino acids which served as a backbone having inter and intramolecular bonding as shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. All these disulfide, hydrogen and ionic bonds increased the stability and strength of keratin structure \[[@bib42],[@bib43]\]. These proteins are insoluble in majority of solvents like organic solvents, water, weak acids, alkali solutions and protein-digesting enzymes such as trypsin or pepsin. These biopolymers contain glycine, proline, serine, and cysteine in high concentrations whereas low contents of lysine, methionine and histidine (44). Physiochemical properties of wool keratin are different as compared to other proteins such as higher stability and lower solubility. This is mainly due to the cysteine disulphide bonds. However, the presence of other ionic, hydrogen and hydrophobic bonds influenced the properties and stability of wool keratin. The ionic bonds between carboxylic anions and ammonium cations are mainly dependent on pH and at the isoelectric point of pH 4.9 it is highest. These ionic bonds are at its lowest level in extreme conditions of acidity or basicity. At low pH levels these bonds can be reduced by protonation of the carboxylic group and amine group deprotonation at high pH levels \[[@bib45]\]. The high stability, resistance to dissolution in various solvents and three-dimensional mesh structure of keratin is due to the presence of disulphide bonds. Solubilization of wool structure mainly occurs by disruption of complex structure of keratin \[[@bib45]\].Fig. 2Diagrammatic illustration of keratin structure. Various inter and intramolecular bonding (hydrogen, ionic, disulfide bonds) increased the stability/strength of the keratin materials \[[@bib46]\].Fig. 2

4. Methods for keratin extraction {#sec4}
=================================

The commonly used methods for keratin extraction from keratin-rich materials are a reduction \[[@bib47]\], oxidation \[[@bib48]\], alkali extraction \[[@bib49]\], microwave irradiation (50), steam explosion \[[@bib51]\] and by means of ionic liquids \[[@bib52]\]. [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the major methods used to extract and solubilize keratin.Fig. 3Classification of methods for keratin extraction from different sources such as feathers, wool, and hooves.Fig. 3

4.1. Reduction method for keratin extraction {#sec4.1}
--------------------------------------------

The disulfide linkage in stable keratin structure can be reduced by using chemicals containing thiol. Several reducing agents have been used under varying processing conditions \[[@bib53], [@bib54], [@bib55]\]. Various chemicals used in this process of reduction will be discussed in the following section.

### 4.1.1. Effect of different reducing, denaturing and surfactant agents {#sec4.1.1}

The use of thiols as a reducing agent is reported back to 1930--1940. Different concentrations of sodium thioglycolate and thioglycolic acid were used for wool keratin reduction in early studies \[[@bib53],[@bib54]\]. Several investigations observed the effect of pH variation on the degree of keratin reduction \[[@bib53],[@bib54]\]. According to Goddard *at al* reduction of wool can only be observed at a pH of 10.5 or higher (53). Patterson et al. also reported increased dissolution at pH values \> 11 \[[@bib54]\]. Later considerable extraction of protein was observed by Savige et al. at pH 2 by using thiols at a processing temperature of 50--60 °C \[[@bib55]\]. In 1962, thioglycolate and mercaptoethanol (MEC) were compared to reducing agents at pH 5 by Thompson and O\'Donnell \[[@bib56]\]. It was observed that the extent of reduction both chemicals were similar when the concentration of thiol was low. The maximum extractability of 75% was reported by authors and it was suggested that by using 4 M MEC 96% of the wool cystine can be reduced.

Urea has been used commonly as a denaturing agent to increase the solubility of keratin in water \[[@bib57]\]. At higher concentration Urea weakens the hydrophobic bondings within the polypeptide chain structure \[[@bib58]\]. Several investigations have been done to obtain a high yield of undegraded protein \[[@bib59],[@bib60]\]. If the extraction of keratin involved high temperature or pH conditions it resulted in severe degradation of keratin structure along with lanthionine formation \[[@bib61]\]. Therefore, there was dearth of information on the biochemical and physical properties of extracted keratin under harsh chemical or temperature conditions \[[@bib47]\].

According to Yamauchi et al., the use of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) as surfactant improved the stability of extracted keratin and increased the rate of extraction. In 1996 he successfully extracted the keratin with 2-mercaptoethanol urea and SDS with extraction yield of 45--50%. The final extracted keratin contains a small amount of SDS as there was complex formation between the keratin and surfactant \[[@bib47]\]. Schrooyen et al. also supported these findings and observed that the final extracted keratin contained 20% of the added SDS \[[@bib62]\]. It was also reported that anionic surfactants such as SDS are more effective as compared to cationic and neutral surfactants. Later, Nakamura et al. modified Yamauchi\'s method of keratin extraction by combining urea and thiourea with MEC. Nakamura et al. also observed that by this modified method protein can be removed from cortex more effectively as compared to conventional method by Yamauchi et al. \[[@bib47]\]. This method was developed at Shinshu University, so it was named as "Shindai method ". The extraction yield of keratin by this modified method was \>65% \[[@bib63]\]. Researchers also extracted keratin from different sources, such as wool and feather by the Shindai method and a yield of \>75% was visible which was higher than 5--12% yield obtained from Yamauchi\'s method of keratin extraction \[[@bib63]\]. In Shindai method the addition of thiourea not only improved the keratin dissociation but also significantly increased the extraction yield. Barrows patented a method to overcome the instability of protein extracted by Shindai method \[[@bib64]\]. Later the reducing agent MEC was replaced with cysteine by Xu et al. as it is environment friendly in nature \[[@bib58]\]. It was also observed that using cysteine controlled breakdown of disulfide bonds occurred and the final product had improved mechanical properties.

4.2. Alkaline method for keratin extraction {#sec4.2}
-------------------------------------------

The high concentration of hot alkali solutions has the potential to solubilize wool as upon exposure there is cystine residue degradation along with splitting of a sulfur nucleus \[[@bib65]\]. A high amount of alkali reagents used during the process and damage to the polypeptide chain structure of keratin are two main drawbacks associated with this method due to which it cannot be used for commercial purposes on large scale \[[@bib66],[@bib67]\].

For keratin extraction, the required amount of NaOH can be reduced by using strong alkali solutions. Harris et al. observed more rapid degradation of wool in about half an hour when 1% of sodium sulfide was added to NaOH solution (0.065 N) as compared to NaOH solution \[[@bib68]\]. However, this combination of NaOH and sodium sulfide resulted in residual wool with high sulfur content. The extracted keratin from wool and feather has 11--17% and 7% of cysteine \[[@bib49],[@bib69]\].

During the whole extraction process, it is very important to preserve the major amino acids such as cystine as they can be readily decomposed in the presence of strong alkali solutions \[[@bib70]\]. Oxalic and pyruvic acids are the major by-products of cystine decomposition. Nagai et al. observed the yield of protein recovery from alkali treatment \[[@bib71]\]. He reported that half of the starting material was lost during the process. He further exposed the feathers with 0.1 N NaOH solution for 15 min at 90 °C and found different amino acids composition in the final product than the standard composition of the untreated feather samples. The final extracted keratin from this method had low contents of serine, arginine, cystine while, high amount of lysine, methionine and glutamic acid.

A two-step alkali-reduction method was recently proposed by Jiang-tao et al. to extract keratin from hair samples \[[@bib72]\]. He first treated the selected samples with 0.1 mol/L of Na~2~SO~3~, SDS, and urea for 5 h. The obtained keratin presented preserved alpha-helix and beta sheet structure. In short, harsh chemical conditions during alkaline treatment process limits the use of keratin on a large commercial scale \[[@bib71]\].

4.3. Oxidation method for keratin extraction {#sec4.3}
--------------------------------------------

The early work on keratin extraction by means of oxidation was reported by Earland et al. \[[@bib73]\]. He used 2% peracetic acid, mild ammonia, and HCl for keratin extraction. The oxidation method was mainly used for keratin extraction from hair and wool. During the extraction process, the wool was not completely solubilized and insoluble beta-keratin component was observed in all studies. The completely solubilize component of keratin mainly consist of alpha-keratin. It has also been observed that extended beta-disulfide form of keratin is less soluble than alpha-form \[[@bib73]\]. In another study by Weston, it was observed that disulfide bonds were oxidised to sulfonate groups when wool was exposed to 2% peracetic acid for 30 h \[[@bib74]\]. Later, Strasheim and Buijs performed infrared analysis to confirmed these results and found cystine monoxide, dioxide and sulfonate groups \[[@bib75]\]. Thus, all these oxidation reactions mainly involved the disulfite transformation to sulfonate \[[@bib76]\].

The keratin samples after peracetic acid treatment can be divided into alpha, beta, gamma keratose depending on their solubility level at different values of pH \[[@bib73],[@bib77]\]. Alexander and Earland introduced a process of "keratose" in which they separated keratins depending on their solubility \[[@bib73],[@bib78]\]. Alpha-keratose was precipitated by adjusting the pH value of the oxidised sample to 4, while beta-keratose was separated after adjusting the pH of oxidised mixture to alkaline \[[@bib78]\]. When compared with other methods, the keratin obtained from oxidation (keratosis) exhibited different physicochemical properties due to the conversion of bisulfite bonds to sulfonic acids \[[@bib79],[@bib80]\].

The major drawbacks associated with the oxidation method for keratin extraction as compared to other methods are the partial oxidation of cystine to cysteic acid by peracetic acid and the loss of some aminoacyls \[[@bib81]\]. Simmonds et al. observed that threonine, serine, tyrosine, histidine, and phenylalanine loss from wool after exposure to performic acid, while the concentration of nitrogen increased \[[@bib82]\]. Smith and Stockell slowly recovered tyrosine and phenylalanine after oxidation reaction, by using hydrogen peroxide (9:1 v/v) and performic acid (87%) \[[@bib83]\].

4.4. Ionic liquids for keratin extraction {#sec4.4}
-----------------------------------------

Ionic liquids are molten salts mainly composed of organic/inorganic anions and bulky cations. They possessed some unique physiochemical properties like high melting points, thermal stability, high boiling points, chemical stability, high ion conductivity, non-flammability, recyclability, low vapor pressure and high salvation for certain specific solutes (84). In addition to all these properties, ionic liquids also served as a green solvent due to which it has been used widely for various applications such as catalysts, solvent for different polymers and ion conductive media \[[@bib85], [@bib86], [@bib87]\]. It is often difficult to dissolve wool in a single solvent as many covalent and noncovalent interactions are present \[[@bib52]\].

The relationship between different ionic liquids, temperature and solubility were evaluated by Xie et al. in 2005 as shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} \[[@bib52]\]. He observed that as compared to other tested anions such as BF~4~, Br, PF~6~ chloride-containing ionic liquid served as the best solvent \[[@bib52],[@bib84],[@bib88]\]. After dissolution, the keratin was then separated by precipitation with ethanol or water. The regenerated keratin mainly consists of beta-sheet structure as the alpha-helix structure was abolished during the extraction process. The thermal stability of the extracted keratin was higher than the natural wool.Table 1Some of the wool keratin extraction conditions by using ionic liquid.Table 1\
IONIC LIQUIDSMATERIALPROCESSING CONDITIONS% YIELD OF KERATINREFTemperature (°C)TimeSolubilitySolid: liquid ratio\[Bmim\]BrWool13010 h2%----\[[@bib52]\]\[Bmim\]ClWool10010 h4%----\[[@bib52]\]\[Bmim\]ClWool13010 h11%----\[[@bib52]\]\[Amim\]ClWool13010 h8%----\[[@bib52]\]\[Bmim\]BF~4~Wool13024 hinsoluble----\[[@bib52]\]\[Bmim\]PF~6~Wool13024 hinsoluble----\[[@bib52]\]\[Amim\]ClWool130640min21%----\[[@bib88]\]\[Bmim\]ClWool130535min15%----\[[@bib88]\]\[Bmim\]ClWool12030min--1:657%\[[@bib90]\]\[Bmim\]ClWool15030min--1:635%\[[@bib90]\]\[Bmim\]ClWool18030min--1:618%\[[@bib90]\]\[Amim\]\[dca\]Wool130--23%----\[[@bib99]\]\[Bmim\]ClWool130--12%----\[[@bib99]\]\[Amim\]ClWool130--10%----\[[@bib99]\]Choline thioglycolateWool130--11%----\[[@bib99]\]

Three major ionic liquids \[Amim\]Cl, \[Bmim\]Cl and \[Bmim\]Br were investigated by Ji et al., for keratin dissolution from feathers \[[@bib89]\]. To further facilitate the breakdown of the disulfide bonds Na₂SO₃ was added. It was again observed that chloride-containing ionic liquid was the best solvent for keratin dissolution as it has high Cl‾ concentration and nucleophilic activity which break hydrogen bonds (89, 90). The \[Bmim\]Cl exhibited slightly lower dissolution as compared to \[Amim\]Cl but it was recommended due to its cheaper price \[[@bib52],[@bib89]\].

Ji et al. obtained a keratin yield of 75% with 10% Na₂SO₃ and liquid/feather, a weight ratio of 20 \[[@bib89]\]. The whole processing time comprised of 1 h and the extraction was carried out at 90 °C. The processing time and temperature reported by Ji et al. was much lower than the parameters recommended by Xie et al. \[[@bib52]\]. Xie et al. observed only 4% wool solubilization after 10 h at 130 °C in \[Bmim\]Cl. This may be due to the structural differences between wool and feather along with the addition of Na₂SO₃. In both the studies the details regarding amino acid composition were not reported.

Ghosh et al. investigated the effect of temperature on keratin dissolution and the final obtained yield of keratin \[[@bib90]\]. The keratin dissolution was observed at different temperatures such as 120 °C, 150 °C, and 180 °C in \[Bmim\]Cl. At 120 °C, the maximum yield of 57% was reported whereas, 35% and 18% yield were obtained at 150 °C and 180 °C respectively. The researchers concluded that this low yield can be due to the water-soluble amino acids that remained in the ionic liquid and was not precipitated. The hygroscopic nature of ionic liquid required the extraction process to be done under an inert atmosphere \[[@bib90]\].

### 4.4.1. Mechanism of keratin Dissolution and role of temperature {#sec4.4.1}

There is a layer of lipid covering the wool fiber surface mainly consist of 18-methyleicosanoic acids \[[@bib90]\]. This layer of methyleicosanoic acids is bounded to the proteins in the inner layers by thioester bonds. The ionic liquid reaches the cortex layer after breaking thioesters by Cl‾ ions. After dissociation BMIM ions form complexes with hydroxyl protons which cause hydrogen bonds disruption while Cl‾ anions bonds with hydroxyl protons and as a result keratin dissolution starts \[[@bib91],[@bib92]\].

The process of keratin dissolution improves by increasing the temperature as more ions become mobile at low viscosity \[[@bib90]\]. However, this higher extraction temperature results in a more disrupted structure of the final product. Thus, these two parameters of temperature and final keratin yield should be selected carefully depending on the required properties of the final product. Ghosh et al. also reported that the average cysteine content declined from 8.91 to 0.99 mol% by raising the temperature from 120 to 180 °C \[[@bib90]\]. This high-temperature range should be avoided if these amino acids are needed in the final product. The dissolution of wool in ionic liquid is a time - consuming process as very small amount of wool usually added to the solution, e. g. only 1% until it completely dissolved \[[@bib52],[@bib88]\]. Up to, 11% of wool was dissolved in \[Bmim\]Cl at 130 °C by Xi et al. during a 10-h long process \[[@bib52]\]. Feathers showed higher dissolution rates as compared to wool \[[@bib93]\].

A series of thioglycolate ionic liquids were synthesized by Idris et al. to determine their wool solubilization potential \[[@bib93]\]. Choline thioglycolate reduced the disulfide bonds which resulted in wool fibers dissolution \[[@bib94]\]. According to thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), the regenerated keratin exhibited lower thermal stability as compared to natural wool \[[@bib88]\]. However, the findings by Xi et al. showed higher thermal stability of regenerated keratins \[[@bib52]\].

The use of ionic liquids for wool dissolution usually required temperature not lower than 90 °C. All physical and chemical changes accelerate at high temperatures along with the unfolding of protein structure which allows their reaction with ionic liquids \[[@bib95]\].

Wang and Cao used 1-hydroxyethyl-3-methylimidazoliumbis (trifluoromethanesulfonyl) amide to extract keratin from chicken feathers \[[@bib95]\]. They also added NaHSO₃ in different ratios to reduce the disulfide bonds. The extraction process took 4 h to obtain a maximum yield of 21.5%. It was also reported that the ionic liquid can be reused for five cycles. This potential of ionic liquid to be recycled could be a major advantage of this method as compared to other reported methods for keratin dissolution.

### 4.4.2. The use of ionic liquid as co-solvent {#sec4.4.2}

Ionic liquids can be used as a co-solvent in a biphasic system or in aqueous systems \[[@bib87]\]. Several investigations have been done to determine the potential of ionic liquids for wool and other polymers dissolution such as cellulose dissolution in co-synthesize techniques (96, 97). Hameed and Guo extracted a blend of wool and cellulose by using \[BMIM\]Cl at room temperature to obtain blended biopolymer materials \[[@bib96]\]. A film was fabricated by dissolving 1g of wool and cellulose in ionic liquid at a ratio of 1:20. The obtained film showed improved mechanical and thermal properties as compared to individual components. Another research was conducted by Tran and Mututuvari in which chitosan, cellulose, and keratin were blended by using \[BMIM\]Cl to fabricate a film for the release of drug \[[@bib97]\]. According to the results keratin incorporation slowed down the process of drug release regardless of the cellulose and chitosan concentration in the film. This factor played a very important role in controlling the drug release amount by incorporating different concentrations of keratin in the film.

According to the published studies, the structure of the ionic liquid extracted keratin showed a weak XRD band of alpha structure \[[@bib88],[@bib98],[@bib99]\]. Similarly, methanol treatment instead of ethanol or water induced the beta-sheet structure regeneration of polypeptide chain similar to the original keratin \[[@bib88],[@bib100],[@bib101]\].

4.5. Steam explosion and supercritical water technique for keratin extraction {#sec4.5}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

This method of the steam explosion was first invented by Manson in 1928 \[[@bib59]\]. Many associated factors related to temperature, resistance time, particle size and moisture greatly affect the final results \[[@bib102],[@bib103]\]. Steam flash explosion (SFE) which is a green hydrolysis process has been used widely for bio-based materials production such as the delignification of wood, bioconversion of barley \[[@bib104]\], pulping of lignocellulosic biomasses \[[@bib105]\], extraction of sugar from corn starch \[[@bib106]\]. However, this steam explosion technique has been mainly used for bio-conversion of the cellulosic materials.

Miyamoto et al. in 1982 used this technique for the first time to extract keratin from wool \[[@bib107]\]. The researchers were able to convert about 80% of the wool to pepsin digestible materials by using saturated steam (6 kg/cm^2^) at 164.2 °C \[[@bib107]\]. It was also observed that cysteine content in the final product was 50% less than the original wool. Xu et al. observed decreased crystallinity of the wool by increasing pressure \[[@bib108]\]. He exposed wool samples to a pressure range of 0.2--0.8 MPa which resulted in damaging the disulfide bridges. This treatment only damaged the wool surface and was not sufficient to break the disulfide linkages and hydrogen bonds \[[@bib108]\].

Tonin et al. treated the wool with saturated steam (220 °C) for 10 min and reported process yield of 62.4% of a solid product, 1.1% of sediment and 18.7% for a water-soluble fraction \[[@bib51]\]. About 17.9% of the initial wool mass was lost but surface cuticle and wool fragments can be seen in Scanning electron micrographs. It was again reported that cysteine content was reduced in the final product as strong heating involved in the process destroyed this amino acid. Protein profile by using SDS-PAGE gel also confirmed that the chemical structure of keratin was disintegrated due to the exposure to the high temperature and pressure conditions.

Zhao et al. supported the use of the Steam Flash Explosion (SFE) technique to extract wool keratin instead of conventional steam explosion (CSE) \[[@bib109]\]. The high temperature and pressure conditions during CSE resulted in a loss of cysteine and reduced the quality of the final product. SFE technique offers fast processing time, higher digestibility, dissolubility and use of low-temperature range as compared to other conventional steam explosion methods. However, it was observed that the cystine content of the wool extracted from SFE was also low.

4.6. Microwave irradiation for keratin extraction {#sec4.6}
-------------------------------------------------

In this technology, the main role of microwave irradiation is to lower the processing time by heating up the solution. Zoccola et al. used microwave irradiation with power in the range of 150--570 W at a temperature of 180 °C for 7 min and obtained an extraction yield of about 60% \[[@bib50]\]. When compared with the conventional steam processing method, the microwave method appeared to be faster.

The major drawback associated with this technique is the significant loss of amino acids such as cysteine from 9.4 mol% to about 0.5mol% in the final keratin sample obtained from wool after about 90 min of treatment \[[@bib50]\]. According to Chen et al., the use of microwave heating technique resulted in significant reduction of activation energy required for keratin extraction as compared to the irregular, non-uniform heating found in conventional heating \[[@bib110]\]. There is still dearth of information regarding the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with wool matrix due to complex structure of keratin. However, it was suggested that due to ester groups hydrolysis lower energy is required for activation.

4.7. Microbial and enzymatic methods for keratin extraction {#sec4.7}
-----------------------------------------------------------

These methods used for the microbial and enzymatic degradation of keratin-rich materials such as feathers and wool, for their application in biotechnology and food industries. Enzymes are commonly used on a commercial scale for hydrolysis of keratin as they act as a catalyst and is green, environmentally safe technique. When compared to other commonly used chemical methods this technology consumed lower energy and has less harsh treatment conditions \[[@bib111]\].

Keratinases are produced by certain microorganisms and these microbial proteases have the potential to hydrolyze keratin. Keratinases are mainly used in cleaning wool, textile industries, leather industry, to treat obstruction in sewage systems, etc \[[@bib112], [@bib113], [@bib114]\]. The most commonly investigated bacteria for the degradation of beta-keratin based materials are Gram-positive bacteria \[[@bib115],[@bib116]\]. Keratinophilic fungi and Prokaryote can degrade the alpha-keratin-based materials. Certain bacteria from *Bacillus* genus and fungi such as keratinophilic fungi*, Actinomycetes* can completely disintegrate the keratin \[[@bib44]\]. According to several investigation strains of *Bacillus licheniformis* was able to degrade feather proteins \[[@bib117], [@bib118], [@bib119]\]. Similarly, species of the genus *Chrysosporium* and Dermatophytes represented as keratinolytic fungi in the literature \[[@bib44]\]. These keratinocytes fungi are environmentally friendly, mesophilic and cost-effective options for keratin degradation (44).

Kornillowicz-Kowalska observed keratin degradation by using a mixture containing 16 strains of different keratinophilic fungi \[[@bib44]\]. They reported 50% solubilization of peptide after 21 days of culture. It was also observed that when *Chrysosporium* was used on the feather-based substrate for 21 days about 75% of nitrogen was converted into ammonium form. Similarly, when the wool-based substrate was observed by using bacteria (*Streptomyces fradiae*) as a source of degradation again about 75% of nitrogen was converted to ammonia \[[@bib120]\]. When feathers were used as substrate about 20% of nitrogen was converted to peptide and amino acids. 10--20% of the lysate protein consist of cystine/cysteine and serine constituted about 20--30% \[[@bib44]\].

Some sulfur containing products were also produced during keratin hydrolysis by keratinolytic microorganisms \[[@bib44]\]. About 50% of the sulfur content can be converted to sulfite products mainly depending upon the genus of fungi \[[@bib44]\]. It was also observed that sulfur compounds were produced differently from the keratin substrate by aerobic or anaerobic strains. For example, higher sulfhydryl compounds were produced by *Bacillus licheniformis* when cultured in aerobic environment as compared to anaerobic culture \[[@bib121]\]. To understand the exact mechanism involved in keratin degradation dermatophytes were used by Kunert et al. \[[@bib122]\]. The authors reported that keratin degradation by proteolysis and sulfitolysis resulted in cleaving of disulfide bonds of protein to cysteine and S-sulfocysteine by means of sulfite material released by microorganisms. The reaction involved is similar to sulfitolysis and as follows

A similar mechanism of keratinolysis was proposed by Lechenne et al. (2007) and Monod et al. (2008) for dermatophyte *Trichophyton rubrum*, *Arthroderma benhamiae* and *Aspergillus fumigatus* \[[@bib123],[@bib124]\]. The air oxidation of sulfur amino acids resulted in the formation of cysteic acid in the reaction products \[[@bib125]\].

5. Keratin biomaterials - current and potential biomedical applications {#sec5}
=======================================================================

The extensive research on the overall chemical, physical and biological properties of keratin led to the development of these biomaterials ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Keratin based biomaterials have an intrinsic ability to self -assembly, biocompatibility, biodegradation and support cellular proliferation \[[@bib7]\]. This property of self-assembly has been investigated extensively at both the nanoscale and macro scale levels, and it allows them to polymerize into porous scaffolds \[[@bib8],[@bib36]\]. Wool and hair derived keratin biomaterials have shown the capability to support cellular attachment as they possess cell-binding motifs, such as glutamic acid-aspartic acid-serine (EDS) and leucine-aspartic acid-valine (LDV) binding residues (36). All these properties favor the cellular attachment, proliferation in a three-dimensional matrix structure. Over the past three decades, many investigations have been conducted to fabricate new keratin-based biomaterials in the form of films, sponges, fibers, gels and scaffolds ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}).Table 2Keratin based biomaterials for various biomedical applications.Table 2COMPOSITIONPROCESSING CONDITIONSAPPLICATIONSREF**1.**Keratin dialysate (aq) with alkaline keratin dialysateGlycerol (1%) was used as a softening agent. Curing of aqueous/alkaline keratin dialysate for 2 h at 100 °C.Wound healing of corneal epithelial was observed *in vitro*\[[@bib177]\]**2.**Photo active keratin derived filmsFilms were doped with varying concentrations of methylene bluePhotodynamic therapy treatment, wound healing, tissue engineering\[[@bib178]\]**3.**Keratin film crosslinked by transglutaminase (TG)18 h treatment with TGase (30 U/g keratin) at 40 °CDrug delivery, improve stability in artificial gastric juice environment\[[@bib179]\]**4.**Photo cross-linkable keratin-polyethylene glycol (PEG) hydrogels via the thiol-norborene "click" reactionThiol--norborene click reaction to fabricate keratin-polyethylene glycol (PEG) hydrogels.\
Eosin Y used as a photoinitiator2-D & 3-D cell culture substrates, microfabrication techniques such as photopatterning, wet spinning.\[[@bib180]\]**5.**Keratin filmMixing ratios of keratin dialysate and alkaline keratin dialysate were 100, 90/10, 80/20, 70/30 and 50/50.Reconstruction of ocular surface\[[@bib126]\]**6.**Keratin filmGlycerol and shindai keratin dried for about 24 h in a 50 °C ventilated oven.These films continuously released loaded Rhodamine B for 12 h.\[[@bib181]\]**7.**Keratin, chitosan/gelatine 1:1:2 (w/w)Gelatine concentration in solution was 5 mg/ml.\
Keratin & chitosan was 2.5 mg/ml each.\
Frozen at −40 °Csoft tissue engineering\[[@bib182]\]**8.**Keratin -chitosanCH solutions 2% (w/v), ethylene glycol (1.5 ml).Wound dressing material\[[@bib183]\]**9.**PLA/chitosan/keratin compositesA 111: PLA (70%), chitosan (30%).\
A121: PLA (68%), chitosan (30%), keratin (2%).\
A131: PLA (66%), chitosan (30%), keratin (4%)Facilitates attachment and proliferation of osteoblast\[[@bib184]\]**10.**Keratin/poly (vinyl alcohol) composite10% keratin poly (vinyl alcohol) cross linked with 10% glyoxalNano fibres with high optical transmittance\[[@bib185]\]**11.**Keratin wound dressingPorcine lethal extremity hemorrhage modelAs hemostatic material\[[@bib186]\]**12.**Keratin gelFeather-keratin derived hydrogelThe drug release rate was 97% at pH 8.4 for 24 h.\[[@bib187]\]**13.**Keratin gelHuman hair keratin alkylationAct as a substrate for cellular attachment and proliferation, delivery of therapeutic agents\[[@bib188]\]**14.**Hydrogels in injectable forms**-**For repairing cardiac tissue after myocardial infarction.\[[@bib189]\]**15.**Keratin hydrogelGlycerol (3%) to formulate 20% (w/v) solution.Pupal tissue regeneration\[[@bib190]\]**16.**Keratin hydrogel**-**Fibroblasts culturing\[[@bib191]\]**17.**Recombinant keratin proteinsTwo recombinant trichocyte keratins expressed by using a bacterial expression system.\
Recombinant keratin nanoparticles prepared by ultrasonic dispersion technique.Dermal wound healing\[[@bib192]\]**18.**Keratin hydrogelKonjac glucomannan (KGM), human hair proteins (KER), ethanolic extract of Avena sativa (OAT)Dressing material for diabetic wounds.\[[@bib193]\]**19.**Keratin based therapeutic dermal patchesMixing keratin and exopolysaccharide solutions in defined concentrations.\
Blended solution exposed to −20 °C for 3 days followed by placing in 90% ethanol containing 1% CaCl₂ for 15 min.\
Incubation of frozen dermal patches at 37 °C.Wound healing\[[@bib194]\]**20.**Keratin/poly (vinyl alcohol) nanofibersKeratose/PVA mass ratios (1:1, 1:3, 1:5 and 1:7).\
Electrospinning parameters (voltage, flow rate, tip, and receptor distance) were optimized.\
Collection of keratose/PVA blended nanofibers on nylon gauze followed by drying at room temperature.Tissue engineering.\[[@bib195]\]**21.**Keratin derived eco-friendly bioplastic filmBioplastic film fabrication using glycerol (3.5%), microcrystalline cellulose (0.2%) in NaOH at 60 °C for 48 h.Biopolymer, biomedical and pharmaceutical industries.\[[@bib196]\]

5.1. Keratin films application as a bone morphogenic protein (BMP2) carrier and for ocular surface reconstruction {#sec5.1}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The most commonly used methods for keratin film production are solvent casting technique, compress moulding, thermal pressing, electrospinning and layer by layer (LbL) deposition \[[@bib126], [@bib127], [@bib128], [@bib129], [@bib130]\]. Over the past few decades, several investigations have been conducted to determine the biological and physicochemical properties of keratin films \[[@bib7],[@bib131],[@bib132]\]. The initial investigations related to the keratin extracted from wool were conducted by Yamauchi *at al.* and reported the biodegradation, physical and chemical properties of the solvent-cast keratin films \[[@bib47]\]. He also investigated the cellular attachment and proliferation of these keratin films and observed that these keratin films served as a more adhesive substrate for cells as compared to collagen \[[@bib133]\].

Research conducted by Fujii et al. demonstrated a rapid casting method and proved that hair-based keratin films can incorporate bioactive molecules such as alkaline phosphatase and serve as a suitable substrate for controlled release of these molecules \[[@bib134]\]. However, these films had poor mechanical strength. All these early investigations showed the potential applications of keratin films for various medical applications.

### 5.1.1. Different approaches for the incorporation of various natural and synthetic polymers {#sec5.1.1}

Later on, several investigations have been done to improve the physical properties of these films while preserving their excellent biological properties \[[@bib59],[@bib135],[@bib136]\]. Different approaches have been used for the incorporation of various synthetic and natural polymers to pure keratin preparations. Yamauchi\'s group conducted another study in 2002, they further improved the mechanical strength of their keratin films by incorporation of chitosan \[[@bib137]\]. This new chitosan-keratin films not only exhibited improved mechanical properties but also showed antibacterial properties. The incorporation of gelatine into the mixture containing keratin and chitosan was also observed in another study. It was reported that both the oxygen permeability and hydrophilicity of the film were improved by increasing gelatine concentration \[[@bib138]\].

The combination of silk fibroin (SF) and keratin film has been investigated extensively to determine the interactions between these two polymers \[[@bib135],[@bib139]\]. Lee et al. reported a change from random coil to beta-sheet structure for fibroin as there is an interaction with polar amino acids of the keratin \[[@bib140],[@bib141]\]. Improved antithrombogenic properties were observed for these blended films as compared to pure keratin or SF films \[[@bib141]\]. Vasconcelos et al. studied the degradation and physical properties of keratin- SF films and observed unique intermolecular interactions between the two proteins \[[@bib135]\].

### 5.1.2. Application as a bone morphogenic protein (BMP$2$) carrier {#sec5.1.2}

In another, *in vivo* investigation keratose (water-soluble fraction of the keratin) was studied as a BMP2 carrier for bony regeneration of rat femoral bone defect. There was enhanced regeneration of bone along with reduced adipose tissues \[[@bib142]\].

### 5.1.3. Keratin Film for ocular surface reconstruction {#sec5.1.3}

The application of keratin film for ocular surface reconstruction was proposed by Reichl et al. \[[@bib143]\]. As compared to the human amniotic membrane (AM), keratin film was more transparent and cytocompatibility. The same group of researchers also compared epithelial wound healing potential of keratin film and compared the results to that of polystyrene plates and AM. The keratin film (KF) also supported the migration and proliferation of epithelial HCE-T cell line. In another, *in vivo* investigation the biocompatibility of keratin-based film for ocular regeneration was observed and it was found that these keratin films exhibited good corneal biocompatibility with minor host reaction and there was preservation of corneal transparency \[[@bib126]\].

Similarly, to avoid the use of human skin for various *in vitro* researches the combination of ceramide and keratin was used for the development of human epidermis \[[@bib144]\]. These keratin films can be used as a substrate for drug release in a controlled manner. The incorporation of alkaline phosphatase was observed in keratin film and it was reported that during 14 days of controlled drug release period it remained biologically active \[[@bib134]\]. Vasconcelos et al. used the combination of wool derived keratin and silk fibroin for the fabrication of matrix to investigate the release of elastase inhibiting agents to the wound site \[[@bib145]\]. It was observed that the concentration of keratin in matrix play an important role in the rate of degradation and the release of elastase inhibiting agent.

5.2. Keratin based scaffolds and their application in urinary tract tissue engineering {#sec5.2}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Keratin based scaffolds have emerged as an interesting material for various biomedical applications mainly due to their ability to polymerize and self-assembly into 3-dimensional porous structure \[[@bib146]\]. Tachibana et al. first fabricated the keratin scaffolds derived from wool for long term cell cultivation in 2001 \[[@bib147]\]. These scaffolds were created by freeze-drying in a controlled manner which resulted in a homogenous porous, heat-stable structure. The technique to hybridized keratin sponges with calcium phosphate was demonstrated by Tachibana et al. in 2005 \[[@bib148]\]. These calcium and phosphate ions were either bound chemically within the sponges or by incorporating the hydroxyapatite particles within the keratin carboxy-sponges structure. Osteoblastic cultivation was supported by both the hybridized sponges positively. In order to allow the cellular infiltration and adequate delivery of nutrient, the pore diameter of the porous scaffold needed to be regulated. However, it is difficult to control the pore size and porosity of scaffolds using lyophilisation technique. Katoh *at al.* used compression moulding technique to regulate pore size of keratin scaffolds \[[@bib57]\].

In order to determine the relationship between physical strength and mass, Peplow et al. investigated the *in vivo* degradation of rectangular bars of reconstituted keratin \[[@bib149]\]. These keratin bars were then implanted subcutaneously into rats. Both elastic modulus and dry weight were observed over a time period of 18 weeks. It was reported there was about 22% weight degradation at 18 weeks and an abrupt reduction of elastic modulus between 3 and 6 weeks. Thus, it was concluded that keratin in this form can be used as an implant material in non-load bearing areas as there was abrupt declination of mechanical integrity and gradual rate of degradation (149).

Pure keratin composites have poor mechanical properties and brittle structure. In order to improve mechanical properties, some researchers incorporate some synthetic polymers such as PVA, PCL, PLLA, and PEO as shown in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} \[[@bib150], [@bib151], [@bib152], [@bib153]\]. As compared to other techniques, electrospinning is an efficient technique to generate fibers with high porosity and surface area. At the same time, the structure produced has destabilized the beta-sheet structure \[[@bib153]\]. Aluigi et al. electrospun the mixture containing keratin/PEO with a ratio of 50:50 \[[@bib154]\]. PCL/keratin fiber was electrospun by Edwards et al. at different ratios \[[@bib155]\]. Zhao et al. improved the biocompatibility and mechanical properties of PCL/keratin by the incorporation of hydroxyapatite particles (151).

### 5.2.1. In vivo evaluation of oxygenated keratin/Silk fibroin Scaffold for their application in urinary tract tissue engineering {#sec5.2.1}

In recent years, tissue engineering approaches have shown promising results to restore urinary tract strictures or defects such as malignancy, congenital diseases, trauma and inflammation \[[@bib156]\]. Biomaterials played an important in this regard as they served as a three-dimensional structure for seeded cells. Various matrices such as synthetic polyesters, protein, and collagen-based matrices have been investigated in this regard \[[@bib157], [@bib158], [@bib159]\]. Several limitations regarding the survival of seeded cells, the anti-bacterial property of the implanted biomaterial requires the establishment of an ideal strategy to overcome these problems. In order to improve all these limitations, oxygen-generating biomaterials have been developed to ensure sufficient diffusion of oxygen and to prevent necrosis in cell-seeded implants \[[@bib160]\]. It has been observed that these biomaterials not only maintain cell viability under hypoxic conditions but also prevent necrosis \[[@bib161]\].

Recently, a novel biomaterial has been fabricated incorporating human-hair derived keratin, gelatin, silk and calcium peroxide (CPO) \[[@bib161]\]. This film mainly composed of 2% gelatin, silk/keratin (60:40) and calcium peroxide about 20%. This biomaterial showed *in vitro* the potential to release oxygen steadily over a period of two weeks. The final film was tested for tensile measurement, Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy and confocal laser scanning microscopy. Other aspects like cellular proliferation, antibacterial activity, cytotoxicity analysis, degradation, and oxygen -release behavior were also assessed. CPO incorporated films showed enhanced repair of dog urethral defects. Muscle bundles and epithelial layer showed an organized pattern in animals treated with CPO incorporated films as compared to non-CPO treated films as shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 4**A.** The urethrography of Group A (experimental group) showed patent urethra. **B**. Group A reconstructed urethra showed minor scar in the reconstructed site. **C**. Intact epithelial layer observed by H & E staining in group A. **D, E.** confirmation of regenerated epithelial layer in group A on the repaired site by immunohistochemical examination of AE1/AE3 and $\alpha$- smooth actin antibody**. F.** Group B (negative control) urethrography showed urethral fistula. **G.** Gross view of fistula in a reconstructed site in Group B**. H**. inflammatory response observed by H&E staining in group B. **I, J.** Epithelial layer and smooth muscle cells cannot be viewed in group B by immunohistochemical examination of AE1/AE3 and $\alpha$- smooth actin antibody**. K.** The urethrography of group C (positive control group) showed patent urethra. **L.** Group C reconstructed urethra showed minor scar in reconstructed site. **M.** Intact epithelial layers observed by H & E staining in group C**. N, O.** Confirmation of regenerated epithelial layer on the repaired site by immunohistochemical examination of group C (161).Fig. 4

5.3. Keratin hydrogels for drug delivery and as a dynamic matrices for wound healing {#sec5.3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The use of various natural and synthetic materials in the form of film, gel, scaffold or nano-particles is very common to carry therapeutic agents to the targeted site to prevent infection and enhance the healing process \[[@bib162], [@bib163], [@bib164], [@bib165], [@bib166]\]. Various natural and synthetic polymers such as polyphosphazene, polyanhydrides, polyorthoesters, alginates, chitosan, collagen, and keratin have been investigated for drug delivery ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Protein derived biomaterials are gaining interest in drug delivery due to their high abundance, low toxicity, emulsifying and water holding ability \[[@bib166]\].

For the preparation of keratin hydrogel, keratose (water-soluble fraction of keratin) has been used commonly \[[@bib167],[@bib168]\]. The incorporation of Ciprofloxacin in a keratin hydrogel resulted in 60% of the drug release during 10 days \[[@bib169]\]. In order to prevent postoperative adhesion after abdominal or peritoneal surgeries, keratin hydrogel played an important role \[[@bib170]\]. Peyton et al. used keratose hydrogel as the physical barrier along with Halofuginone (HF) as drug and observed that HF-keratin hydrogel reduced the density of adhesion in rodent cecal abrasion model (170). It was also reported that this hydrogel has the potential to function as a multi-purpose gel and to deliver drug to the targeted site. A high rate of degradation and stability of drug in the keratin matrix are certain limitations associated with the use of these hydrogels for its versatile drug release application.

Wound healing involves various matrix and cellular components to restore the integrity of injured or lost tissue by a complex biological process \[[@bib171]\]. Human hair derived keratin hydrogel has been investigated extensively as a matrix for enhanced wound healing due to its excellent biocompatibility and abundant availability \[[@bib36],[@bib172],[@bib173]\]. Recently human hair derived keratin-based *in situ* cross-linkable hydrogels has been designed to serve as a matrix for better wound healing \[[@bib172]\]. It was observed that these hydrogels enhanced the process of re-epithelization in the full-thickness animal model. Various cellular interactions between human skin keratinocyte and hair-derived keratin were observed such as proliferation, change in the morphology, gene and molecular expression profiles. Additionally, hydrogel was assessed for their wound healing potential by using an animal model with full-thickness skin defect as shown in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 5A: Stereo microscopic images of negative control (a & b) of non-treated mouse sites, (c & d) keratin-hydrogel treated mouse, (e) post wounding natural mouse skin at day 0 and 21. B: Histological images of eosin (H&E) and hematoxylin staining of non-treated (a--c), keratin -hydrogels treated (d--f), and natural skin (g--i) \[[@bib172]\].Fig. 5

### 5.3.1. Role of keratin hydrogel for nerve regeneration {#sec5.3.1}

A major challenge clinically is to treat peripheral nerve defects and to restore the autonomic and sensory functions. Once the degeneration of nerve fiber starts the condition becomes more serious. There are only few treatment options for such conditions such as tubular conduits, end to end repair and autologous grafts. While using conduit as a treatment option, the defect mostly filled with polysaccharide or protein biomaterial such as chitosan, fibrin and hyaluronic acid \[[@bib174],[@bib175]\]. According to Sierpinski and Apel keratin hydrogel has the potential to enhance the activity and proliferation of nerve cells through a chemotactic mechanism \[[@bib174],[@bib176]\]. Later, axon regeneration was confirmed by *in vivo* investigation. In order to determine the exact time course of nerve regeneration the same group conducted a histological study by using the keratin hydrogel filled conduit \[[@bib174],[@bib176]\].

6. Concluding remarks {#sec6}
=====================

Various keratin-based biomaterials have been fabricated and investigated extensively over the past few decades for their application in the field of biomedical sciences in the form of hydrogels, films, fibers, hydrogels, sponges, scaffolds and wound patches. Keratin biomaterials demonstrated excellent biocompatibility, unique chemical structure, and biodegradability. Additionally, cheap raw materials such as wool and hair are the rich sources of this biopolymer. Despite all these properties only a few of these biomaterials progressed to clinical trials and hold a small share in the commercial market as compared to other biomaterials. There are certain aspects related to these biomaterials that need to be addressed in future to make keratin as the mainstream material for various biomedical application such as.I.Further detail studies to better understand the cellular interactions with keratin and its role to support cell attachment and proliferationII.There is still a dearth of information regarding the improvement of mechanical-physical properties of keratin-based sponges, films, composites, and molecular level investigations to determine the keratin interaction with other natural or synthetic polymers.III.Further investigations are needed to find a green, environmentally friendly, easy, cost-effective and less time-consuming methods to extract keratin such as ionic liquid-based green solvents or supercritical fluids technology for efficient keratin extraction from hair and wool
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